Introduction
We oall spaoe with affine connection L" of Cossu type 1 a space L fl such that the curvature tensor R^-jk satisfies ([4] , [7] ) the condition «ijk 1 -ñ §T A Wj .
(n>D.
In paper [2J I have proved that the abstract curvature tensor of type (1) is strictly equivalent to the abstract Ricci tensor R^·. The η coordinates of the Ricci tensor R^ can be expressed in terms of the essential coordinates of the curvature tensor as follows (2) Rjjj. = U-1 ^ijk 1 ' 1 ¿ i.j.k = 1 (where i is a fixed index) and besides that the following condition is satisfied (3) Rijk 1 = Ü, for 1 ¿ i, 1 = 1,...,n.
To fix the ideas, when defining R^ by means of formula (2), we take the values of the index i possibly least; by means of. the remaining values of the index i we then get corresponding equalities for R^k where i,j are fixed and 1 is a row index we can write the coordinate matrix C of the curvature tensor R^j^1 in the form of a block-antisymmetric matrix 0 C«
The o r e m 1.
1
The coordinate matrix C of the curvature tensor R·!-.!/ 1 ' of the space L_ of Cossu type is elel j κ η mentarily equivalent to the following block-diagonal matrix
Taking into account formulas (2) and (4) and performing elementary operations on the lines of the matrix (5) we get the right-hand side of formula (6) . Corollary 1. By' means of (5) and (6) we get the following formule for the rank of the matrix C -800 -
We call second canonical form of the curvature tensor R^^" 1 · of the space I ß of Cossu type the right-hand side of formula (6) written for the canonical form [9] of the Ricci tensor Hjjj· Formula (7) enables us to divide the curvature tensor R^jj^ of the space L Q of Cossu type into types (and the space L q itself into classes) according to the rank of the matrix C.
3* Classification of the two-dimensional space For η = 2 we have by (5) and (6) (7) or (8)
, Ó,k=1,2.
From [3] we infer that the Ricci tensor R^k has twelve canonical forms which we can write in the following condensed form 
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The otíbits of the tensor Rj k (or thô tensor R^^" 1 ") corresponding to the canonical forms (9) we denote by TO^ , ...
-τ for the tensor R., , ree-• · . t 3ït ρ ( or by ïïlg , . . · , lux-una isubui-'"'ijlt pectively. The exact characteristic of the orbite has been given in paper [3]. Theorem 2.
There exist twelve types of the space Lj' of Cossu type corresponding to the canonioal forms (7) and (9) of the ourvature tensor R^^1· Moreover, for R 1 we have r(C) = 0; for R 2 y r(C) = 2; whereas for R^,...,R 12
(α φ 0, +1, β Φ 0), ç(cî = 4.
Classification of the three-dimensional space
For η = 3 we have by (5) and ( [ 3] L· Bieszk, D. Stygar: On the transitive fibres of tensors of second order in the two-dimensional space X 2 , Demonstratio Math. 13 (1980) 147-163.
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